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ψຟؑሐωѧѧऄ۵ඒٱᆖ
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ݰΔ壆ڕൾ៱چᗤΕࣈೈ៱ሶ
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ᘣԺᘣΖᖞଥཚၴΔൄൄࠩ
הଚۊᙰՒᜭஞထᄏᙰᢧچڇՂ
چᗤΔڇψຟؑሐωխഛ壂
ഛᐝΔีᗨଥ۩ऱᇷ២Ζ

A

t the beginning of this year
(2008), the urban monastery,
Dharma Realm Buddhist Books
Distribution Society (DRBBDS),
proposed to purchase the ninth floor
within the same building. Upon
obtaining approval from the Board of
Directors of Dharma Realm Buddhist
Association, disciples in Taiwan were
all elated. Why is that?
Let’s go back in history. DRBBDS
moved to the current site [85 ChungHsiao East Road Section 6, Taipei] in
March of 1992. At that time, it was
merely the size of the Buddha Hall on
the right side of the eleventh floor. The
space was very limited. In 1998, the
sixth floor of the same building was
purchased. With the expanded space,
the Buddhist Youth Group, Teenage
Class, and Children’s Class were
founded or expanded successively;
at the same time, attendance at
the Dharma assemblies increased
continually, and the building was
usually crowded with people during
Dharma events. Located in a corner of
the large dining hall on the sixth floor,
the office area was hot, crowded, and
permeated by oily smoke! Therefore, it
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ࣩ آ൷ᤛ۵ऄऱ৬ᗰԳࠐࠩऄ
ॲ ΖԱ൷֧ຍࠄԳΔܑᝮᓮ
הΰڔαଚխ֑ሐشសΔࡺՓ
ٍ༼ࠎԫ࢚ޅఇࡉהΰڔαଚ
ᒴΖ៶طፖऄஃଚ֗ࡺՓଚऱ൷
ᤛΔլ֟Գൕՠ܂խኬኬᎁᢝԱ
۵ऄΔ۟ڇՠ܂խᦫ۵ᇆΕՕ
༟ࡃΔ࠷࣏זՠ܂ழᦫੌ۩ዚ
ڴऱክΔՈ൷࠹Աψࠐైଇ
پאױ堷Δ᧯ԺլΔᝫຍᏖ
پړωऱࠃኔΖۖΔࠄڶԳ
ֲཚၴՈᄎ᥋୮ฑࠐऄף
ऄᄎΔࢨᆠՠΔඔန֨խऱ۵
ጟΖהଚࢨษ៉ࢨᙪΔ᜔܀
ᣋრሐנבፖࣚ೭ΔՈጟՀ
ڂᒴፖีᗨԱ壂ᐚΖ
ฒݬ٥ܘٵԺԱ༓ଡ
ִΔല२ݙՠழΔᔞນՂԳ௳
ԼԿၜڣऄᄎΔᅸ؏ኔऄஃࠃڶ
ࠐፕΔਚܑᝮᓮኔऄஃᄅ
ሐඔᦠشᏚڤΖऄᄎᅝ֚Δ
խতຝऱࡺՓՈࠐ٥ᝊฐᜰΔՕ
Օ՛՛ऱࡺՓΔڇऄஃऱᏆ
ՀΔᑔՂᑔՀڦଡլೖΔၲ֨چ
τՕ༟ࡃυᦠΖኔऄஃ।
قຍڂᒴլ១Δ൷ထඖ૪א
ՂԳऱඒᖄΔ່৵༼ᙌՕ୮ੴ൦
ՂԳఎՀऱऄᣪΔؖނཆ۵ऄᅝ
۞աऱຂٚΖ
ଶݙՠړழΔৰڍൄࠐऱ
ࡺՓΔԫؚၲԼԫᑔሽඪ॰ঁ࠹
ࠩᔼᖔΖչᏖΛ
ڂԱԼ༓ڣధధᥓᥓԾ
ዥֽऱᛥᕻΙڕվ១ᑥڶԺऱψ
ऄቈω०૿ۖࠐΚ

ऄ᧯ڶ۶؆!ဠ़ਢྤشլ୲
ᆄढؓᠦ։ܑ!ԫ࢚լسߢࡲ
ՂԳऱ֨ၦΕሐᐚΕలஃऱ
৫Δڇຍଈ℘ቈሐጐྤᙊΖֲ
৵ൄൄࠩࡺՓଚΔᚈᚈ࢚ထຍ
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ଈ℘ቈΔૉࢬڶ৸ΖڶऱԳঞᑷ
֨ٻᄅࠐऱԳᇞᤩ֮რΔຑሶᕻ
ᔄײጬऱড়֪ΔᆖመழՈᄎᦰထ
ՂԳऱ℘ቈΖڇՂᄥΕՀᄥխΔ
ݺଚ࠹ထ℘ቈऱ៷Ζ
ᑔᙄֆԫԵՑᐊထՂ
Գऱཚψԫ֏ԳאՑΔᆄ
֏ԳאᆖωΔຍਢᅝڣऄٱᆖ
ᄎمګऱࡲڱΖலᢰٽထտฯ
ٵ۔ଥࢷऱᖵΔشܓֆشሽ
ᇩᒣऱ़ၴΔૠԫଡ೯឵୶
אقছڰཚࢬٱऱΖԵՑՈտ
ฯలஃଅᒤΰՂԳࠐऄऱڃ
ᖋα֗վऄᔚൄ᠏ऱൣउΖԫ
ၞԵᙄֆΔψ֏ՂԳऄଃ
ੌωਠԵณΔؐԫΔՂԳ
ऄᣪ֗ऄ᜔ऱᤄࠝ߷ڇᙩᙩऱ
ᎅऄΖૉլ౨֨ނᙩՀࠐΔ৻౨
ᦫࠩՂԳऱၲࡋقΛࢬאΔڇᙄ
ֆছֱΔૠԱԫଡڜᙩऱ۵
୶़قၴΙڶ៱شܓऱቹֵ
឵࣋ᆜᆖΔߡᆵຟڶஆཡࠎ
Գᙩ֨ᔹထ۵Δ༉ቝԫၴੌ
ຏՂԳऄᣪऱറ᥆ࢋΖؓൄ
ଚࠐΔຍګޓԱהଚऱᔹᦰ़
ၴΔڶழᝫஞפᓰࠐᐊΔڶழፋ
ڇԫದᓫ֚Δඍլڃ୮Ζ
ଣعފ
was necessary and practical to purchase
a new floor.
DRBBDS is located at a major
intersection of Taipei, where it will
gradually become the center of city
development in the future. There is
a saying in Buddhism, “It’s better to
be dozing off deep in the mountains
than to be cultivating in a city!” This
exhortation from the ancients is
validated at DRBBDS, a typical urban
monastery. However, it is a hard-earned
monastery, established by pioneers
with their blood and sweat, a place

where the Venerable Master’s Dharma
has been disseminated. Starting from
here, many people got to know the
Venerable Master, took refuge with
him, studied the Buddhadharma, took
refuge with the Triple Jewel, supported
the monastery, and resolved to leave
the home-life. All of these things were
accomplished bit by bit under the
operation of this urban monastery.
These are the circumstances for the
development of DRBBDS; therefore,
we accordingly tuned in to settle the
Sangha and cross over living beings.
According with the needs of the
modern age, monasteries have gradually
relocated from the mountains to the
cities. Cities are densely populated,
rich in humanities and culture, with
convenient transportation; therefore,
the propagation of the Buddhadharma
is easier and the influence can be farreaching. As mentioned before, there
certainly exist many negative factors in
the city environment; the environment
exerts an invisible influence on
cultivators.
Due to these conditions, it is
worthwhile for us to carefully design
the recently purchased ninth floor. We
blended a spirit of Dharma propagation
and a sense of mountains in the design,
and incorporated as many green plants
as possible in each space, so that both
sentient and insentient beings would
like this monastery, be able to study
the Buddhadharma, help one another,
and be mutually benefited. We hope
that the resident Sangha as well as the
laity coming to cultivate will be able
to purify their thoughts, relax in body
and mind, and peacefully cultivate the
Way. By virtue of this environment,
our Way energy is nurtured and our
moral integrity is forged.
In order to save money and
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manpower, lay Dharma protectors did
many of the chores themselves, such
as knocking out old floor tiles, tearing
down partitions and transporting
refuse. During renovations, they were
seen knocking out the floor tiles with
hammers, dust all over their faces. All
of them were cultivating blessings and
wisdom in this urban monastery, so
that they could accumulate resources
for cultivation.
Because of the ongoing construction, many people in architectural field
who had never met Buddhadharma
before came to DRBBDS. In order to
cross them over, we especially invited
them to have lunch in the monastery.
The laity also provided some recitation
beads to create affinities with them.
From their interactions with Dharma
Masters and laypeople, quite a few
of them gradually got to know the
Buddhadharma and even gave up their
habit of listening to popular songs
during work and listened instead
to the Buddha’s name or the Great
Compassion Mantra. They also agreed
that “A vegetarian diet can fill our
stomachs, provide us enough energy,
and also taste delicious.” Moreover,
during weekends or holidays, some
of them even brought their family
members to join Dharma assemblies,
do volunteer work, and develop
Buddha seeds in their heart. They
might be gruff or shy, but they were
always willing to serve and contribute
to monastery; thus they created
wholesome affinities and accumulated
blessings and virtue.
After several months of hard work
by the four assemblies, the project was
about to be completed, and it happened
to be the thirteenth anniversary of
the Venerable Master’s Nirvana.
In addition, Dharma Master Sure
happened to be in Taiwan, so we invited
him to host the purifying ceremony

for opening the new monastery. On
that day, many laypeople from central
and southern Taiwan also came to
attend the ceremony. Led by Dharma
Masters, young and elder laypeople
were busy upstairs and downstairs,
happily reciting the Great Compassion
Mantra to purify the boundaries.
Dharma Master Sure stated that it was
not a simple cause and affinity, and he
also explained the Venerable Master’s
previous teachings. As a conclusion,
he reminded everyone to cherish the
Dharma treasury left by the Venerable
Master, and to take the propagation
of the Buddhadharma as our own
responsibility.
When the project was newly
completed, many familiars were
shocked when they stepped out of the
elevator on the eleventh floor. Why?
Because on the shabby and leaking wall
which they had seen for over ten years,
the succinct but impressive “Verse of
the Dharma Realm” appeared right
before their eyes.
Taking Dharma Realm as the
substance, what exists outside?
With empty space as its function,
nothing is excluded.
Apart from discriminations, myriad
things are level and equal.
Not striking up a single thought, the
door of words is extinguished.
The
Venerable
Master’s
magnanimity and virtue, and greatness
as a Patriarch were completely revealed
in this verse. Later, laypeople were
often seen silently reciting this verse
and pondering over it. Someone
would wholeheartedly explain the
verse to newcomers; even customers of
the traditional instruments shop next
door would read this verse when they
walked by. We ourselves were edified
by this verse when we went to and left
the Buddha Hall.

At the entrance of the office on the
ݳ
ninth floor, a sign reads “With speech, ࣩ
we can transform people for one ॲ
century; with sutras, we can transform
people for a myriad centuries.” It was
the founding principle of Dharma
Realm Buddhist Books Distribution
Society; it is also the Venerable
Master’s expectation. Beside the sign,
one can learn about the history of
the society’s establishment by pioneer
cultivators. Taking advantage of the
space for a public telephone stand,
an active cabinet was designed to
display books printed in the early
days. Moreover, the exemplary stories
of the Patriarch (in memory of the
Venerable Master’s visiting DRBBDS),
as well as how the Dharma wheel is
constantly being turned nowadays
are presented. Upon entering the
office, the first sight one catches is,
“Proclaiming and Propagating the
Venerable Master Hua’s Dharma”;
looking to the left side, one would
find that the Dharma jewels from the
Venerable Master and books published
by DRBA were silently speaking the
Dharma. However, without a peaceful
mind, how could one settle down
to listen to the Venerable Master’s
lecture? Therefore, a quiet space in
the front of the office is reserved to
display Buddhist literature. The sutras
are placed on the old book shelves,
and chairs are set up in the corner so
people can read Buddhist books with
a quiet mind. In this environment,
one feels as if one is in a bookstore
exclusively devoted to circulating the
Venerable Master’s Dharma Jewels.
When children arrive, they turn this
space into a reading room which they
are reluctant to leave; they gather to do
homework or to chat with each other.
Continued back cover
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ࠦڰҡାНག຺ັᔈ˜ሀᄪಇ!)ˮଣ 57 ࢰ *
࣑ҕࢊĵڰܳвĶāĵڰĶāЏࢊڀϧҡڰā
ާᆂᇸ࣑ҕă҂ᓽགᄱڰāವߎΧ˟ڀϧĵڰĶăѢ
˝ڰā˪ࢊѢĵĶāࢊѢ˦āֺዲ˫ᚖā᜔ྼ
ಝăѢ˝ڰĂā˪ࢊѢĵܳĶāವߎܳڰā́चБ
Сჷ຺г˗࣑ҕăΝߎв͝Ѣ˝āτึࢊѢোϑ࣑
ྼ˟гྼಝ࣑ҕāహ࣍в຺̕͝ណїិвă٘Ꮫ˟౯
вិā˟ࡵ̘౯āв˴̘ិă٘ͼྼಝൻលధ౮ᔴ
ชՍ˝ā࣑ҕԿࢊชՍā̕ߎࢥࢊĉᕕ́ፊ࣑ۨภ
ޡāՎ͆ኚ२ؿͼͦ˟ᆦΏ˝˫ĂΰࢹăѢְСઢ
ᄱćĵāЮࠍۨภណ́āԦࣆ͔ฒ˴ណ́ā٘ͼ˟
ವй˝ĉĶ̘ۡߎӍোсѨāҬԒԦࣆো͔ฒ
ណ́ăᔴహ㝮̘ߎ̊ᜊࡵāҬԦࣆේࠍࠦڰचā
͔̙Ѣ̊ڑāѢັᔾۨইāѢᛖᇴကāѢҡڰċċ
ᔗࢊѢ͔ࠦڰฒĉ!

Congratulations On The Acquisition Of The 9th Floor
For Dharma Realm Buddhist Books Distribution Society
(Continued from page 47)
In cultivation, we need Dharma, resources, companions,
and a place. As for the Dharma, we should learn the
Buddhadharma and understand how to cultivate. Sutra
lectures and Dharma talks are available for us to understand
the Dharma. Second, with resources, we can make offerings to
the Triple Jewel and protect monasteries. With Dharma and
wealth, we still need companions, fellow cultivators, so that
we can gather together to cultivate. Now we already have the
place, but there must be genuine cultivators cultivating there,
so that the place will be an efficacious place. It is said that,
any place where there are virtuous people is an efficacious
place. If the people who live there are not virtuous, then the
place is not efficacious. Therefore, although the facilities of
the monastery have been improved, what counts most is our
progress in cultivation! After the space was expanded, the
number of people who came to request books increased by
three to four times. Some fellow cultivators commented,
“Since our minds broadened with the expanded space, more
people are coming!” It’s not certain whether this is the case,
but we do hope our mind could be broadened. DRBBDS is
not a quiet place located deep in the mountains, but we take
it as our home, we keep in heart the mountains, the fresh air,
and the Buddhadharma…. What’s more, we possess a mind
that encompasses the entire Dharma Realm.

